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Clarification for Figure 70a and Figure 70b

Giovanni Maggi (Siemens)

1 Motivation for the Changes  

Due to some mistake during previous presentations the sentence “* Apply to OFDMA only” has been 
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moved closed to the name of the figures, so it seems that figures apply to OFDMA only. Because the 

figure are valid both for OFDM and OFDMA the sentence “* Apply to OFDMA only” has to be moved 

away from the name of the figure in order to remove ambiguities.

The sentence “* Apply to OFDMA only” means that the specific transition into the diagram applies to 

OFDMA only.
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2 Detailed Text Changes  
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Figure 70a – Network entry state-machine BS side.
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Figure 70b – Network entry state-machine MS side.
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